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Abstract
Background and Methods
It is important to ensure that blood flow is modelled accurately in numerical studies of arter-
ies featuring drug-eluting stents due to the significant proportion of drug transport from the
stent into the arterial wall which is flow-mediated. Modelling blood is complicated, however,
by variations in blood rheological behaviour between individuals, blood’s complex near-wall
behaviour, and the large number of rheological models which have been proposed. In this
study, a series of steady-state computational fluid dynamics analyses were performed in
which the traditional Newtonian model was compared against a range of non-Newtonian
models. The impact of these rheological models was elucidated through comparisons of
haemodynamic flow details and drug transport behaviour at various blood flow rates.
Results
Recirculation lengths were found to reduce by as much as 24% with the inclusion of a non-
Newtonian rheological model. Another model possessing the viscosity and density of blood
plasma was also implemented to account for near-wall red blood cell losses and yielded re-
circulation length increases of up to 59%. However, the deviation from the average drug
concentration in the tissue obtained with the Newtonian model was observed to be less
than 5% in all cases except one. Despite the small sensitivity to the effects of viscosity varia-
tions, the spatial distribution of drug matter in the tissue was found to be significantly affect-
ed by rheological model selection.
Conclusions/Significance
These results may be used to guide blood rheological model selection in future numerical
studies. The clinical significance of these results is that they convey that the magnitude of
drug uptake in stent-based drug delivery is relatively insensitive to individual variations in
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blood rheology. Furthermore, the finding that flow separation regions formed downstream of
the stent struts diminish drug uptake may be of interest to device designers.
Introduction
Although blood is a non-Newtonian fluid, flow in stented arteries has often been modelled nu-
merically with a Newtonian blood model [1–3]. In order to capture the shear-thinning proper-
ties of blood, some computational studies of stented arteries [4–6] have attempted to more
accurately model blood flow through the implementation of non-Newtonian blood rheological
models [7–10]. Despite the fact that each model has been created by parameter-fitting to experi-
mental measurements of blood viscosity, they vary widely in the prediction of the blood viscosity
at the same strain rates. As blood viscosity not only differs significantly between males and fe-
males [11], but also between persons of the same sex [11], it is unlikely that any rheological
model can be developed which would capture the highly variable rheological properties of blood.
One of the primary causes of these variations is the hæmatocrit [9], usually defined as the
ratio of the volume taken up by red blood cells to the total volume of blood. Phillips et al. [12]
showed that the hæmatocrit decreases significantly in the aftermath of the angioplasty proce-
dures used in stent implantation, likely from blood loss and fluid resuscitation. They found
that whereas the average hæmatocrit prior to the operation had been 40% in men and 38% in
women, in the 12 hours following the procedure these values dropped to 34% and 33% respec-
tively. The Carreau non-Newtonian blood rheological model has been utilised in some past nu-
merical analyses of stented arteries [4, 5] but unlike some other rheological models, such as the
Walburn-Schneck and Casson models, it cannot simulate the effects of differences in hæmato-
crit. Hence, past analyses of steady-state drug deposition have not taken into account the effect
of the reduced hæmatocrit on the resulting blood flow. It is important to characterise these
post-angioplasty reductions in hæmatocrit to better predict the early ‘burst’ release of drug
from strut coatings, which can take place within the first few days of stent implantation [13].
Following our previous work [5], the same computational model is used to explore the fac-
tors governing the fluid dynamic environment within the vasculature and their effects on drug
distribution patterns. We also previously used a custom-designed bench-top experiment con-
sisting of a single drug-eluting stent (DES) strut and tissue bed with a Newtonian working fluid
to validate the computational findings and showed experimentally that pulsatile flow only has
a small effect on drug transport when the strut is well-apposed. This was in qualitative agree-
ment with numerically generated data, thereby justifying the use of steady-state simulations,
which are simulations in which all flow parameters remain constant with respect to time. A se-
ries of these steady-state computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analyses are performed in the
present study with the primary aim of determining the impact of different blood rheological
models on the haemodynamic flow details and drug transport behaviour. We anticipate only
subtle changes in drug delivery on account of rheology based on earlier studies [4], which may
be obscured or masked in in-vitro or animal models. The use of numerical methods represents
the ideal platform in which to study the impact of rheology owing to the multiscale resolution
of the phenomena in the computational domain and the tight control on boundary conditions.
The numerical results obtained with the traditional Newtonian viscosity model are compared
with data generated with the Power Law, Walburn-Schneck, Casson, Carreau and Generalised
Power Law non-Newtonian viscosity models, chosen because they span the clinical spectrum
of apparent viscosity variations. These results are further compared against those obtained
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with an additional model with the fluid properties of plasma to ensure that the full range of
near-wall blood behaviours are modelled. A secondary objective is to determine the effect of
changing the hæmatocrit on the flow details and drug transport, so as to determine whether
the post-angioplasty reduction in hæmatocrit results in significant changes in the flow and
drug transport behaviour of the stent.
Materials and Methods
Geometry
This two-dimensional numerical study of blood flow in a stented artery encompassed the
modelling of the flow field and drug concentration distribution in the artery lumen, as well as
the drug concentration distribution in the arterial tissue. The lumen was modelled as a 3mm
radius fluid domain, whilst the tissue was modelled as a 1mm thick, homogeneous, porous cy-
lindrical tube. A single 0.1mm square cross-section DES strut was also modelled halfway be-
tween the inlet and outlet of the computational domains, as may be seen in Fig 1. These
dimensions are identical to those used in our prior analysis of stent-based drug therapy in the
renal vasculature [5] and represents the application of established numerical techniques [1,4]
to implants in non-coronary vasculatures, reflecting current clinical interest [14–17].
We constructed an idealised geometry that still captured the breadth of flow features present
in 3D complex geometries. This included a single stent strut obstructing near wall flow and
generating strut adjacent recirculation regions where drug can pool [18]. A more realistic
model of 3D implants would likely consider multiple struts. When considered in this context,
upstream struts act to shield downstream struts from flow, and superposition of drug occurs
[1]. Flow-mediated drug uptake was always most significant at the foremost proximal strut—
where the flow disruptions were most significant and the contribution from neighboring struts
was quite small [1]. Selecting then a geometry that most significantly enhanced the sensitivity
of drug uptake to arterial flow changes, we refined the geometry to be a single-stent strut isolat-
ed in the boundary layer of flow. A square edge was similarly chosen in place of rounded or
chamfered edges to yield the most exaggerated flow field.
Mathematical Model
In steady incompressible flow the equations of conservation of mass and momentum are written:
r0  vl 0 ¼ 0 ð1Þ
Fig 1. Schematic Diagram of Geometry: Dimensions and Boundary Conditions.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0128178.g001
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and
r0½v0l  r0v0l ¼ r0P0 þ r0  ðm0r0v0lÞ; ð2Þ
in which ρ' is the blood density (kg/m3), μ' is the dynamic viscosity of blood (Pas), v0 l is the ve-
locity vector of blood in the lumen (m/s), P' is the thermodynamic pressure (Pa) andr' is the
gradient operator. The prime means a dimensional variable and the absence of a prime indicates
a non-dimensional parameter.
The steady-state drug transport was represented in the lumen by
vl
0  r0c ¼ Dl 0r02c; ð3Þ
and in the tissue by
Dt
0r02c ¼ 0: ð4Þ
c represents the normalised drug concentration, deﬁned as the ratio of the local drug concen-
tration, c' (kg/m3), to the concentration of drug at the strut surfaces c
0
0 (kg/m
3) on which it is
assumed to be uniform, viz
c ¼ c
0
c0
0 ; ð5Þ
and D
0
l and D
0
t represent the diffusivity of the drug in the blood and tissue respectively. Blood
is assumed incompressible with a density of ρ' = 1060 kg/m3. The antiproliferative drug Pacli-
taxel served as a model compound in this analysis, chosen for its use as the active agent in DES
and balloon catheters with a large corpus of data regarding its vascular penetration and trans-
port in blood and within arterial tissue. Its diffusivity coefﬁcients are D
0
l = 3.89×10
–11 m2/s
[19] and D
0
t = 3.65×10
–12 m2/s [20] respectively. A constant diffusivity of drug in blood was as-
sumed, independent of local haematocrit or shear rate, since drug transport was modelled in
the boundary layer in which such effects were assumed negligible. Speciﬁcally, erythrocytes are
not in high concentration in the boundary layer and hence their impact on modulating the
drug transport would be small. The ﬂow rates in the boundary layer are also small and there-
fore assumed to be reasonably measured by a diffusivity measured statically [19]. Furthermore,
the global diffusivity of drug in the tissue utilised in this study does not take into consideration
the effects of tissue anisotropy and heterogeneity. More complex drug transport models have
been described elsewhere which implement negative sink terms to account for drug binding ef-
fects in the vascular wall [21]. However, our simpliﬁed convection-diffusion model will help to
isolate the luminal ﬂow patterns which enhanced or diminished drug uptake.
The finite volume solver ANSYS FLUENT 14.5 (ANSYS Inc.) was used to perform the numer-
ical simulations. A semi-implicit (SIMPLEC) algorithm coupled the pressure and velocity while a
second order central differencing scheme spatially discretised the pressure and momentum vari-
ables. A second order upwind scheme was also used to discretise the scalar drug concentration.
Boundary Conditions
The elution of drug from the strut surfaces was modelled using a Dirichlet boundary condition,
with c = 1. Continuity of flux was assumed at the lumen-tissue interface, while zero concentra-
tion, c = 0, was imposed at the inlet, implying that blood arrives from the inlet drug free. The
walls of large veins and arteries are nourished with blood by a network of fine blood vessels, the
“vasa vasorum”. This process of supplying blood to the artery walls can yield one of two bound-
ary conditions at the perivascular wall: either saturation can be achieved, resulting in zero mass
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flux (@c/@y0 = 0), or the drug can be completely washed away (c = 0) [22]. In this study, the latter
condition was assumed to be more realistic as the vasa vasorum are continuously replenished
with fresh blood [2]. Finally, zero mass flux of drug was specified on the remaining boundaries.
In order to see the effects of different flow rates on the resulting drug distribution in the tis-
sue, three flow rates were implemented: Q
0
mean representing the mean flow during the cardiac
cycle, while Q
0
high and Q
0
low were twice and half Q
0
mean respectively. These flow rates were then
used in conjunction with each rheological model and a Poiseuille parabolic inlet velocity profile
established fully developed flow in each case. A volumetric flow rate of 6.64 mL/s was used for
Q
0
mean, which corresponds to a Reynolds number of 427 under the assumption of a constant dy-
namic viscosity, μ' = 0.00345 Pas. These low Reynolds numbers were consistent with the mean
flow conditions of the renal vasculature [5] and enabled blood flow to be modelled as laminar
in all cases.
All remaining boundary conditions remained the same in each of the simulations per-
formed. A uniform, zero gauge pressure boundary condition was specified at the outlet, whilst
no-slip conditions were prescribed on the strut-lumen and lumen-tissue interfaces. A fixed
wall assumption was also implemented in light of findings which suggest that stented arteries
are considerably stiffer than unstented arteries and that minimal artery motion occurs [23]. Fi-
nally, a symmetry boundary condition was specified at the top of the lumen domain.
Blood Rheology Models
In the Newtonian fluid model, the dynamic viscosity is assumed to remain at a constant value
of m0N = 0.00345 Pas [7]. Although this assumption greatly simplifies the modelling of blood, it
has been found to only be acceptable in flows in which strain rates above 100s-1 are encountered
[24]. Such high strain rates are found in larger arteries and consequently many investigators
have justified their assumption of blood being a Newtonian fluid by emphasising the large size
of the arteries that they were modelling [1, 3]. However, the separated flow regions near the
stent are characterised by low velocities, meaning that strain rates are modest. As non-Newtoni-
an behaviour may significantly affect velocity distributions in these regions, it may also affect
the rate at which drug is removed from the surface and convected by blood. Hence, five non-
Newtonian models of blood rheology which incorporated shear- and haematocrit-dependent
viscosities were also examined in this study. These models were chosen because they span the
spectrum of viscosity variations with respect to strain-rate which have been observed in clinical
data (Fig 2 [25–34]). The mathematical formulations of these models are given in Table 1.
The rheological behaviour of blood close to a wall is a particularly complex phenomenon
and its viscosity in these regions in not precisely known. In steady, fully-developed flow, red
blood cells migrate towards the vessel axis, leaving a plasma-rich region near the walls which is
relatively void of red blood cells [35]. We therefore studied the full spectrum of rheology con-
sidering the extreme cases of a boundary layer entirely depleted of red blood cells and a bound-
ary layer rich in red blood cells. The fluid properties of plasma (ρ = 1025kg/m3 and μ = 0.00122
Pas [36]) were used to approximate the former case whilst the aforementioned Newtonian and
non-Newtonian blood rheological models were used to represent the latter case.
As shown in Fig 2, the apparent viscosity predicted by each rheological model is approxi-
mately constant for shear strain rates ( _g 0) greater than 400 s-1. As _g 0 ! 0s1 however, each of
the non-Newtonian models predicts a different increase in the apparent viscosity of blood, thus
demonstrating shear-thinning behaviour, so that at low strain rates they differ significantly from
each other and from values obtained from viscometric data which is also presented in Fig 2.
Whereas the Carreau model gives a maximum value of the absolute viscosity as the strain rate
approaches zero, the viscosities of the Casson, Generalised Power Law, Power Law and
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Walburn-Schneck models each increase towards infinity. Furthermore, the original formations
of the Power Law andWalburn-Schneck models predict zero viscosities as _g 0 ! 1s1. Although
the behaviour of blood as _g 0 ! 0s1 is still debated, zero viscosity at infinite _g 0 is unphysical and
hence limitations have been placed on the Power Law andWalburn-Schneck models in order to
artificially mimic the Newtonian behaviour of blood at high strain rates. The Generalised Power
Law and Carreau model at high strain rates are each approximately asymptotic to the usually
used value of the Newtonian model without any need for artificial limitations.
The original Casson model was developed for a yield-pseudo-plastic [30]. This means that
unlike a fluid, which is defined by the fact that motion is induced if a shear stress is applied, a
yield-pseudo-plastic behaves as if it were a solid if a shear stress less than the yield stress is
Fig 2. Experimental measurements of blood viscosity and non-Newtonian blood rheological models.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0128178.g002
Table 1. Blood rheological model equations.
Blood Model Effective Viscosity (Pas)
Newtonian [7] μ = 0.00345 Pas
Plasma [36] μ = 0.00122 Pas
Power Law (Modiﬁed)
[8] μ ¼
mð _γ ÞnP1; _γ < 427
0:00345 Pa  s; _γ  427
(
, m = 0.035, np = 0.6
Walburn-Schneck
(Modiﬁed) [9]
μ ¼ C1eðC2HÞe
C4
TPMA
H2
  
ð _γ ÞC3H; _γ < 414
0:00345 Pa  s; _γ  414
8><
>: , C1 = 0.00797, C2 = 0.0608, C3 = 0.00499, C4 = 14.585, H = 40, TPMA = 25.9
Casson [10,37]
μ ¼ 0:1 ﬃﬃﬃηp þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃτy 1emj _γ jj _γ j 
r 2 !
; τy = (0.625H)3, η = η0(1-H)
-2.5, η0 = 0.012, H = 40% (female normal), 33% (post-angioplasty)
or 45% (male normal)
Carreau [8] μ ¼ μ1C þ ðμ0  μ1CÞ½1þ ðl _γ Þ2
nc1
2 ;λ = 3.313, nC = 0.3568, μ0 = 0.056, and μ1C = 0.00345
Generalised Power
Law [7]
μ ¼ lj _γ jn1;l ¼ μ1G þ Dμexp  1þ jγ
: j
a
	 

exp  bjγ: j
 h i
; n ¼ n1  Dn exp  1þ j _γ jc
	 

exp  dj _γ j
 h i
; μ1G = 0.0035, n1 = 1.0, Δμ =
0.025, Δn = 0.45, a = 50, b = 3, c = 50, and d = 4
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0128178.t001
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applied. To alleviate these effects, a modified Casson model was proposed by Razavi et al. [37]
in which no yield stress is present, and it was this model which was implemented in this current
study. This modified Casson model was implemented with three hæmatocrit levels in order to
determine how the hæmatocrit affects the haemodynamics and drug transport. The first of
these models incorporated a hæmatocrit of 40%, typical of a healthy adult female [11], whilst
the second incorporated a lowered, post-angioplasty hæmatocrit level of 33% [12]. Finally, the
third Casson model implemented a hæmatocrit of 45%, normal for an adult male [11].
Grid Description and Refinement
The mesh density used was greatest in the regions closest to the stent strut and also near the in-
terface between the tissue and lumen. This enabled the resolution of thin boundary layers
which occurred along the no-slip boundaries defining the artery wall and the stent strut walls.
Furthermore, the high mesh density in the tissue and close to the stent strut facilititated the res-
olution of high drug concentration gradients. This final mesh contained 2,009,929 elements.
Mesh convergence testing was carried out to ensure that the solutions obtained were inde-
pendent of the size of the grid used. This testing was performed under mean flow conditions
using the Newtonian blood rheological model. The flow was deemed to be adequately resolved
once the grid convergence index (GCI) corresponding to the recirculation lengths proximal
and distal to the stent strut fell below 1%. The GCI is defined as [38]:
GCIfine grid ¼
3j L
0
fineL
0
coarse
L0 fine
j
rp  1 ; ð6Þ
where L
0
fine and L
0
coarse are the recirculation length proximal or distal to the stent strut for a ﬁne
and coarse mesh respectively (mm), r is the reﬁnement factor, and p is the order of accuracy of
the solution. In this case, r =
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
and p = 2. The results of this analysis are listed in Table 2.
Although the flow was shown to be clearly resolved in each case, the mesh-dependence of
the drug-transport behaviour also needed to be evaluated. This was accomplished by compar-
ing the area-weighted average concentration (AWAC) value for each case, which represents
the average concentration of drug in a representative area of arterial tissue. This representative
area was chosen as that of a rectangle bounded by the upper and lower extents of the tissue do-
main and the vertical lines x' = -0.35mm and x' = 0.35mm. This axial extent was chosen on the
basis that a typical inter-strut distance is 7 struth widths [1]. Mesh convergence was defined to
occur once<2% change was observed between two successive mesh refinements, similar to the
drug transport convergence criteria used in prior numerical DES studies [4, 5]. These results
are listed in Table 3.
Results and Discussion
Rheological Effects on Blood Flow
Recirculation Length and Normalised Mean Viscosity. In each steady-state analysis per-
formed, recirculating flow regions were observed to form proximal and distal to the stent strut,
and were also observed to correspond with regions of high drug concentration, as found in past
DES studies [4, 5]. This phenomenon is shown in Fig 3 for a case employing the Newtonian
blood viscosity model at an inlet flow rate of Q
0
low.
The lengths of these recirculating regions were affected by both the flow rate and the choice
of blood rheological model, as may be seen in Fig 4a and 4b. Specifically, increases in the flow
rate were associated with smaller proximal and larger distal recirculating flow regions for each
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rheological model investigated. The Newtonian model yielded larger proximal and distal recir-
culating regions than most of the non-Newtonian models at all flow rates, with the exception
of two of the Casson models in the proximal region. In contrast, the Power Law model tended
to produce the smallest recirculating flow regions, 18% smaller than the Newtonian model in
the proximal region and 24% smaller in the distal region at Q
0
low. This difference diminished as
the flow rate increased, becoming 11% smaller in the proximal region and 6% lower than the
Newtonian model in the distal region at Q
0
high. The Generalised Power Law, Walburn-Schneck
and Carreau models produced similar recirculation length results to one another, smaller than
the Newtonian model and generally larger than the Power Law model. Each of these non-New-
tonian models also tended to converge towards the haemodynamic behaviour of the Newtoni-
an model as the flow rate increased, although this behaviour was less evident in the three
Casson models. It was also less evident in the model implementing plasma as the working
Table 2. Mesh Independence of the Flow.
Case No. of Elements L’proximal (mm) GCI L’distal (mm) GCI
1 1,003,861 0.065 - 0.115 -
2 2,009,929 0.065 0% 0.115 0%
3 4,028,702 0.065 0% 0.115 0%
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0128178.t002
Table 3. Mesh Independence of the AWACDrug Transport Variable.
Case No. of Elements AWAC % change
1 1,003,861 0.156 –
2 2,009,929 0.159 1.9%
3 4,028,702 0.160 0.6%
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0128178.t003
Fig 3. Drug concentration distribution and flow pathlines in the stented artery.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0128178.g003
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fluid, which yielded a 24% smaller proximal recirculation length and a 59% larger distal recir-
culation length at Q
0
high.
To help ascertain why the non-Newtonian models tended to produce smaller recirculation
regions, a new non-dimensional parameter dubbed the normalised mean viscosity, m, was intro-
duced. This parameter, defined as
m ¼
ð
A0
m
0
dA
0
A0m0N
; ð7Þ
measures the average value of the apparent blood viscosity, μ' (Pas), in the area, A' (mm2), of
the proximal or distal recirculation zone being investigated, normalised by the dynamic viscosi-
ty associated with the Newtonian blood rheological model, m0N = 0.00345 Pas. As the size of
the proximal and distal recirculation zones varied between models and ﬂow rates, the value of
A' was different in each case investigated.
Despite the significant differences between the rheological behaviour of the different mod-
els, the results of Fig 4b showed that the relationship between the recirculation lengths and m
approximated linearity at most flow rates. This linear relationship indicates that the elevated
viscosities of the non-Newtonian models in the recirculation zones is directly linked to smaller
recirculation lengths as the higher viscosities mean that higher stresses are needed to generate
the same shear rates so that there is greater resistance to motion. The R2 index reveals that
Fig 4. The effects of flow rate and blood rheology on the proximal and distal recirculation lengths. a) Increases in bulk flow rate were found to cause
reductions in the proximal recirculation length and increases in the distal recirculation length produced by each rheological model. b) The relationship
between recirculation length and normalised mean viscosity, which measures the ratio of the average apparent viscosity in a recirculation zone and the
Newtonian model’s dynamic viscosity (m0N = 0.00345Pas), was found to closely approximate linearity at each inlet flow rate. Furthermore, increases in
normalised mean viscosity were found to cause reductions in recirculation length at each flow rate.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0128178.g004
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these linear trends are most noticeable at Q
0
low, in which R
2 = 0.41 in the proximal region and
0.62 in the distal region. However, these values dropped to 0.00 and 0.48 respectively at Q
0
high.
The rheological models most responsible for this loss of linearity were the plasma model and
two of the Casson models (H = 40% and 45%). These Casson models produced significantly
larger proximal recirculation lengths than the Newtonian model at Q
0
high, despite having larger
m values. Conversely, the plasma model yielded significantly larger distal recirculation lengths
than the Newtonian model despite possessing a smaller m. The ensuing section outlines how
these discrepancies may have transpired.
Non-Newtonian Importance Factor. In order to quantify the significance of non-Newto-
nian flow behaviour, Ballyk et al. [7] introduced a concept referred to as the non-Newtonian
importance factor:
IL ¼
m0
m0N
; ð8Þ
where μ' is the apparent blood viscosity, while m0N = 0.00345 Pas is the dynamic viscosity as-
sociated with blood at high strain rates. As non-Newtonian behaviour was generally most
pronounced at low ﬂow rates, only the results obtained at the lowest ﬂow rate,Q
0
low, are
shown in Fig 5.
The graphs of IL obtained in this study confirm that the regions of highest dynamic viscosity
occurred in both recirculation regions for each non-Newtonian blood rheology model. Howev-
er, the third Casson model (H = 45%) was also found to yield high IL values in high strain rate
regions, such as near the tissue. The high dynamic viscosities found in these regions caused an
increased resistance to blood flow, thereby reducing the size of the distal recirculation zone and
increasing the size of the proximal zone. This could account for why this model produced sig-
nificantly larger proximal recirculation lengths than the Newtonian model at each flow rate de-
spite having larger m values, and why it yielded a significantly smaller distal recirculation
length than the other models at Q
0
high.
These results also demonstrated that the magnitude of non-Newtonian behaviour is affected
by the hæmatocrit level. The low-hæmatocrit Casson model (H = 33%) yielded smaller IL val-
ues than the other Casson models in high and low strain rate regions alike. The associated de-
crease in resistance to flow in high strain rate regions and in recirculating flow regions resulted
in larger distal recirculation lengths. It also yielded smaller proximal recirculation lengths, al-
though the reduced resistance to vortex formation in the proximal recirculating flow region
antagonises this behaviour. Hence, this low-hæmatocrit Casson model was found to produce
the haemodynamic environment most similar to that of the Newtonian model.
The smallest IL values were associated with the plasma model, which yielded a constant IL of
0.35. The associated decrease in resistance to flow in high strain rate regions and in recirculat-
ing flow regions resulted in the largest distal recirculation lengths of any of the models exam-
ined. It also yielded some of the smallest proximal recirculation lengths, although the reduced
resistance to vortex formation in the proximal recirculating flow region antagonised this be-
haviour somewhat. This antagonistic behaviour could explain why the plasma model’s proxi-
mal recirculation lengths remained comparable to the other models at all flow rates whilst its
distal lengths differed more dramatically.
Rheological Effects on Drug Transport
Diffusive mass transport across the lumen-tissue interface. Fick’s Law of diffusion states
that the diffusive mass transfer across the lumen-tissue interface is proportional to the
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concentration gradient:
_m 0 ¼ Dt 0
@c0
@n0
ð9Þ
where _m
0
is the mass ﬂux of the drug species (kg/m2s), D
0
t is the diffusivity of the drug in the
tissue, and @c'/@n' is the dimensional concentration gradient of drug. c' is the concentration of
drug (kg/m3) and n' is the direction normal to the lumen-tissue interface (m), taken positive in
the positive y' direction. Using the deﬁnition of the normalised drug concentration in Eq (5)
and non-dimensionalising n' in Eq (9), so that
n ¼ n
0
L0 interstrut
; ð10Þ
Fig 5. Local non-Newtonian importance factors, IL. This non-dimensional parameter is used to illustrate the spatial variation in non-Newtonian behaviour
for each blood rheological model. Although the plasma case (a) yielded a constant value of IL, the remaining cases (b-h) showed that the most significant
non-Newtonian behaviour occurs in the recirculation zones.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0128178.g005
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where L'inter-strut is the same inter-strut distance used in the AWAC calculations (m), a normal-
ised drug concentration gradient parameter was created which reveals the mass transport be-
haviour at the aforementioned representative section of the lumen-tissue interface as
@c
@n
¼  _m
0
L
0
interstrut
c0
0Dt
0 : ð11Þ
The normalised drug concentration gradient distribution associated with the Newtonian
model in Fig 6a revealed five local peaks and troughs, labelled A, B, C, D and E. Although drug
matter was evident in the proximal and distal segments, the concentration gradients at the
lumen-tissue interface were only significant in magnitude in the far upstream (points A and B),
and downstream (point E) regions. This behaviour could be readily explained by the pooling of
drug in the proximal and distal regions driving diffusion processes, and local velocity vectors
driving convection processes (Fig 6b). In particular we see at point A, upstream of the proximal
recirculation region, low luminal drug concentrations and a velocity vector driving flow into the
lumen and giving rise to highly negative @c/@n values. Closer to the proximal strut surface we see
drug concentration gradients of more or less zero, likely due to the low local velocities preventing
convection, and a balance in luminal and tissue drug concentration preventing diffusion.
We also noted that the contribution to drug uptake by the distal recirculation zone was infe-
rior to that of the proximal zone. Specifically, integrating @c/@n along the sections of the
lumen-tissue interface occupied by the proximal and distal recirculation regions, we could re-
veal that the distal zone detracted from the drug transport into the tissue (
R
(@c/@n)dx’ =
-0.009mm) whilst the proximal zone enhanced drug transport (
R
(@c/@n)dx’ = 0.45mm). For
the distal region one can see that a larger recirculation region in which the drug can pool
would act to dilute the luminal drug concentration, as well as a normal velocity vector (Fig 6b)
that acts to drive drug away from the tissue, minimising any convective transport processes.
The significance of these results is that they convey that designing haemodynamic stents struts
which mitigate this distal recirculation zone may enhance drug uptake.
An additional series of simulations were performed to investigate whether the distal recircu-
lation zone displayed a similar tendency to drive drug out of the tissue with drugs other than
Paclitaxel. These simulations were each performed with the Newtonian model at Q
0
low and
whilst keeping the drug diffusivity in the tissue at a constant value of D
0
t = 3.65×10
–12 m2/s. The
diffusivity in the lumen was varied with each simulation to establish diffusivity coefficient ra-
tios of D
0
l=D
0
t = 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000 and 100000. Comparison of the graphs obtained in Fig
6c revealed higher concentration gradients—and hence greater drug transport across the
lumen-tissue interface—at lower D
0
l=D
0
t ratios. Although the drug concentration gradients
across the lumen-tissue interface became insignificant as D
0
l=D
0
t  100, a net loss of drug was
nonetheless observed underneath the distal recirculation zone irrespective of D
0
l=D
0
t. Hence, the
distal recirculation zone does display the tendency to remove drug from the tissue for non-Pac-
litaxel drugs although this behaviour diminishes as D
0
l=D
0
t  100.
Similar drug concentration gradient profiles to the Newtonian model were similarly observed
in the non-Newtonian and plasma cases in Fig 6d as well, although with magnitudes scaled. Par-
ticularly, the magnitudes of the peaks and troughs differed by up to 59% from those of the New-
tonian model. These differences could be attributed to the fact that a change in the models
would act to 1) vary the local velocity—but not to the extent that it would change the balance of
convection and diffusion—and 2) vary the relative size of the recirculation regions. Hence the
Newtonian model, with its larger recirculation regions, generally yielded the highest magnitude
@c/@n values of the blood models whilst the Power Lawmodel’s smaller recirculation regions
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Fig 6. The effect of blood rheological model and flow rate on diffusive mass transport behaviour. a) The plot of the normalised drug concentration
gradient for the case in which blood is modelled as a Newtonian fluid revealed five peaks and troughs, labelled A, B, C, D and E. Local minima (A and E)
show where drug is removed from the tissue while local maxima (B-D) show where it diffuses into the tissue. b) The dashed blue line shows the distribution of
the normal component of the blood velocity along a line 0.1 strut widths above the lumen-tissue interface. Comparison with the red dc/dn line confirmed that
the upward flow at points A and E resulted in loss of drug from the tissue due to convection. The purple @c/@x’ line revealed that drug transport in the
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yielded the smallest values. The plasma model yielded the highest magnitude @c/@n values over-
all, likely because of the high local velocities facilitated by its lower viscosity.
The highest @c/@n values were found at the strut-tissue interface, particularly at the corners
at points C and D in each case. Examination of the high magnitude longitudinal concentration
gradient (@c/@x’) values at these points in Fig 6b revealed that large quantities of drug were re-
moved longitudinally from beneath the strut. It was this removal of drug beneath the strut
which facilitated the high @c/@n values between points C and D and especially at the strut cor-
ners themselves. A similar phenomenon was observed at point B, which also featured high
magnitude @c/@x’ values due to the loss of drug upstream, facilitating a local @c/@n peak. A
higher magnitude @c/@n was observed at point D than at point C due to the velocity vector aft
of point D which drives drug out of the tissue (and thereby enhances the concentration gradi-
ent in the y’ direction). The effects of flow and blood rheological model selection on the drug
transport are further outlined in the ensuing sections.
Area-Weighted Average Concentration. The AWAC of drug in the arterial tissue was de-
pendent on both the flow rate and on the choice of the blood rheological model. An inverse re-
lationship was found to exist between the AWAC and the flow rate, and, more precisely,
between the AWAC and the sizes of the proximal and distal recirculating flow regions. The
Newtonian model and the post-angioplasty Casson model (H = 33%), with their larger recircu-
lation zones, therefore tended to produce the lowest AWAC of each of the blood rheological
models at each flow rate while the Power Law model generally yielded the highest AWAC, as
shown in Fig 7. However, these AWAC values deviated less than 5% from those of the Newto-
nian model at all of the flow rates tested. In fact, it was only when modelling plasma instead of
blood that any considerable deviations from the Newtonian model’s AWAC were observed
and even these only occurred at Q
0
high. This suggests that the Newtonian model is appropriate
to use in place of non-Newtonian blood rheological models in studies seeking to quantify the
magnitude of arterial drug uptake. The clinical significance of these results is that they convey
that the magnitude of drug uptake in stent-based drug delivery is relatively invariant of individ-
ual variations in blood rheology. However, transient simulations implementing pulsatile inlet
velocity profiles may be needed to confirm whether or not the Plasma model’s AWAC deviates
significantly from the Newtonian model’s over several cardiac cycles.
Although these results appear to convey that the Newtonian model is appropriate for use in
DES studies, they have neglected to account for the effects of blood rheology on the spatial dis-
tribution of drug in the tissue. This investigation and its outcomes are outlined in the
ensuing section.
Non-Newtonian Drug Concentration Difference Factor. Another new parameter being
introduced in this study is the non-Newtonian drug concentration difference factor, ID, and it
represents the difference between the normalised drug concentration of the concerned non-
Newtonian rheological model and the Newtonian model at the same flow rate, divided by the
integrated absolute concentration gradient along a representative length of the lumen tissue in-
terface:
ID ¼
cNN  cNÐ 0:35mm
0:35mm j @cN@n0 jdx0
: ð12Þ
horizontal direction was significant between points A and B, and at points C and E. c) the distal recirculation zone was found to remove drug from the tissue
for non-Paclitaxel drugs, although this behavior diminished asD
0
l=D
0
t  100. d) The non-Newtonian blood rheological models produced similar dc/dn patterns
to the Newtonian model; however, their local maxima and minima were up to 59% smaller in magnitude. The size of these peaks and troughs was found to be
directly related to the recirculation lengths predicted by each model. Hence, the choice of rheological model not only influenced the fluid dynamics, but also
the drug transport behaviour.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0128178.g006
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As earlier, this representative length is chosen to lie between the points x' = -0.35mm and x' =
0.35mm along the line y' = 0mm. The subscripts NN and N indicate non-Newtonian and New-
tonian cases respectively.
The effect of blood rheology on the distribution of drug in the artery wall was ascertained by
a comparison of the ID plots at the three flow rates investigated. The results of this study are
shown in Fig 8. Once again, only the results corresponding with a flow rate of Q
0
low are dis-
played, as this is where non-Newtonian effects were generally most pronounced. The regions
highlighted in red (ID>0) depict where the non-Newtonian blood model predicts a greater
drug concentration, whilst the blue regions (ID<0) show where the Newtonian model predicts
a higher drug concentration. Regions in which |ID|>0.06 were deemed to correlate with re-
gions in which the non-Newtonian model’s spatial distribution of drug matter departed signifi-
cantly from that of the Newtonian model.
Although the Newtonian model was deemed adequate for predicting the AWAC, the pres-
ence of regions with high |ID| established that non-Newtonian effects were significant when in-
vestigating the spatial distribution of drug matter in arteries featuring DES. The drug pools
which formed in the smaller recirculating flow regions generally associated with the non-New-
tonian models were significantly more concentrated than those of the Newtonian models, as
conveyed by the red areas found immediately proximal and distal to the stent struts in Fig 8.
Although the smaller recirculation regions of the non-Newtonian models did facilitate higher
concentration drug pools, the strain rates associated with the Newtonian model were greater in
the regions of the recirculation zones which were close to the lumen-tissue interface. These
higher strain rates facilitated an increased convective transport of drug and may account for
why ID became negligibly small near the proximal lumen-tissue interface in each case, despite
Fig 7. The effect of blood rheological model and flow rate on the average tissue drug concentration.
Increases in bulk flow rate were found to correspond with reduced area-weighted average drug
concentrations (AWAC) in the tissue. Rheological models which produced larger recirculation lengths were
also found to produce lower AWAC values; however, the deviation from the AWAC obtained with the
Newtonian model was observed to be less than 5% for each non-Newtonian case. It was only when modelling
plasma instead of blood that any considerable deviations from the Newtonian model’s AWAC were observed
and even these were only observed atQ0 high.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0128178.g007
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Fig 8. Contour plots of the non-Newtonian drug concentration difference factor, ID. These contours display the degree to which a rheological model’s
predicted drug concentration departs from that associated with the traditional Newtonian model. The regions highlighted in red (ID>0) depict where the non-
Newtonian blood model predicts a greater drug concentration, whilst the blue regions (ID<0) show where the Newtonian model predicts a higher drug
concentration. The plasma case (a) is different from the other cases examined in that its larger distal recirculation zone resulted in a less concentrated distal
drug pool than that of the Newtonian model. This larger pool allowed a greater region of the lumen-tissue interface to be exposed to recirculating drug;
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the higher concentrations of the drug pools in the non-Newtonian cases. ID did not become
negligible, however, at the distal lumen-tissue interface as the drug matter which reached the
interface was already significantly more dilute in the Newtonian case. The result of these effects
is that the Newtonian model tended to yield higher tissue drug concentrations upstream of the
strut whilst the non-Newtonian models produced higher concentrations in the downstream re-
gion. The combination of these effects could account for why the AWAC values of the non-
Newtonian models deviated less than 5% from that of the Newtonian model despite the signifi-
cant differences in drug spatial distribution which were observed.
Although a non-Newtonian blood rheological model may more accurately describe the spa-
tial distribution of drug in arterial tissue, it is difficult to convey which model is best suited to
this task. Comparison of the results obtained with the three Casson models revealed that pa-
tients with higher haematocrits may yield higher drug uptake globally but particularly in re-
gions distal to the stent struts. However, as the Power Law model typically yielded the most
significant non-Newtonian behaviour, it is suggested that both Newtonian and Power Law
models be implemented in future studies concerned with drug transport details. This method
may be used to determine a range of potential drug transport behaviours and thus be of poten-
tial use to stent designers. A plasma model may also be appropriate to incorporate on the basis
of the relatively low tissue drug concentrations that it yields in both upstream and downstream
tissue aspects. However, transient simulations implementing a pulsatile inlet velocity may be
needed to confirm if these results depart significantly with those achieved with the Power Law
and Newtonian models over several cardiac cycles.
Conclusions
Non-Newtonian effects were generally most pronounced at low flow rates and the choice of
blood rheological model was found to influence flow patterns and drug transport. The largest
non-Newtonian haemodynamic and drug transport effects were observed in the Power Law
model, while these effects were more modest in cases employing the Walburn-Schneck, Cas-
son, Carreau and Generalised Power Law models. These non-Newtonian effects typically mani-
fested through significantly reduced proximal and distal recirculation lengths when compared
with the Newtonian model. An additional blood plasma model was also implemented to ac-
count for red blood cell depletion in the near-wall regions. This model yielded smaller proximal
and larger distal recirculation lengths than the Newtonian model.
In each model investigated, the flow separation regions which formed downstream of the
stent struts were found to diminish the drug uptake. These results, when considered in con-
junction with relevant experimental data, could lead to the design of more haemodynamic DES
struts which mitigate this distal recirculation zone and potentially enhance drug uptake.
Numerical methods allowed us to appreciate the subtle but still significant differences in
drug delivery due to blood rheology. We found that non-Newtonian effects can be significant
and the choice of a non-Newtonian rheological model is contextually important. Specifically, a
Newtonian model was found to be appropriate to use in studies seeking to quantify the magni-
tude of arterial drug uptake, although non-Newtonian effects were found to impact the spatial
distribution of drug in the tissue. It was therefore suggested that both Newtonian and Power
however, no significant positive ID values were observed in the tissue. In contrast, the larger proximal drug pool of the Newtonian model did facilitate
significant negative ID values in the proximal sections of the tissue. In contrast, cases b-h show that the smaller recirculation lengths of the non-Newtonian
models enable the formation of higher concentration drug pools than the Newtonian model. Although significant negative ID values were again observed in
the proximal aspects of the tissue, significant positive ID values were also observed in the distal tissue aspects in some models. The non-Newtonian blood
rheological models therefore typically produced much higher tissue drug concentrations than the Newtonian model in the distal regions and significantly
lower concentrations in the proximal regions.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0128178.g008
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Law rheological models be implemented in future numerical studies concerned with drug
transport details, in order to establish a range of potential drug concentration distributions. A
plasma model may also be appropriate to incorporate on the basis of its relatively small tissue
concentrations in both proximal and distal regions.
Clinically, these results conveyed that the magnitude of drug uptake in stent-based drug de-
livery is relatively invariant of individual variations in blood rheology. Furthermore, it was also
suggested that patients with higher haematocrits may yield higher drug concentrations globally
but particularly in regions distal to the stent struts. As our understanding of near-wall viscosi-
ties is limited however, an in-depth discussion of which rheological models to use in specific
cases (e.g. females, males, post-surgery) was deemed beyond the scope of the current study.
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